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1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
This paper concerns the existence of solutions to the problem
sup
z∈Z
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
λkt	 xhkzkt	 xdxdt	 (1.1)
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at Berlin, TU, in August 1998, thanks to a grant awarded from the I.M.U.
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where Z is the space of all the non-negative integrable functions
zk 0	 T × Q → +	 k = 1	    	 l, satisfying the following constraints: for
every k = 1	    	 l, ∫ 0
t
λks	 xνkzks	 xds ≤ f kt	 x	
for a.e. x ∈ Q	 for all t ∈ 0	 T  (1.2)
∫ T
0
λkt	 xνkzkt	 xdt = f kT	 x	 for a.e. x ∈ Q (1.3)
Here, Q is the open rectangle
∏m
i=1ai	 bi⊂ m, and Q its closure; the
functions f k: 0	 T  × Q → +	 λk: 0	 T  × Q → ∗+ are continuous, and
νk is a positive number.
Problems of this kind appear in economics, for instance, in continuous-
times allocation processes, and one of the possible interpretations is the
following. Assume for simplicity that m = 1 and x represents a consumer.
Then zkt	 x ∈  stands for the consumption program of the resource k at
times t by the consumer x. The function hk is an utility associated with the
rate of consumption at every moment of time and for every consumer of
the resource k. Each λk appearing in the integral of (1.1) is considered as
a subjective discount function being positive and continuous, whereas λkνk,
in (1.2) and in (1.3) too, means a non-zero rate of interest applied to the
resource k. Certainly, the interval 0	 T  is the planning period on which
the consumption has to be carried out. The total amount for the resource
k (wealth) available at time t and for the consumer x is given by f kt	 k.
Under this interpretation, the inequality (equality) constraint appearing in
(1.2) and (1.3) has an obvious meaning. The case λkνk ≡ 1 means that the
rate of interest is zero for the resource k, and the constraint zk ≥ 0 means
that there is no re-ﬁlling. Then, the problem is to determine an optimal
consumption program which best allocates the total resources (wealth) f k.
Related problems can be found in [3, 4, 7, 17] but in all of these papers
the authors do not consider any other parameter (say x) besides the time
and a constraint of the form (1.2). Even if the authors in [2] take others
parameters into account, a constraint of the type (1.2) is absent. In fact the
novelty of our formulation lies in (1.2). In [17] the author deals with an uni-
dimensional problem: l = 1, with h being a non-negative, non-decreasing,
concave function. In [7] a problem more general than the one in [17] is
considered, namely l ≥ 1; the utility function hk could depend explicitly
on t and no concavity condition on hk is assumed. Instead, a growth con-
dition on hk is imposed. This growth condition allowed them to deﬁne the
concaviﬁed function hk∗∗ as the least concave upper semicontinuous func-
tion not less than hk. The existence result obtained in [7] is generalized
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in [3, 8] although none of them consider additional parameters like x and,
as we have said above, a constraint like (1.2).
The purpose of this paper is to provide an existence result for the
problem (1.1) which is expressed in Theorem 3.4.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall a Liapunov-type
result recently established in [13] where it has been used to deal with non-
convex minimum problems involving a hyperbolic equation with Darboux
boundary conditions on three sides of the rectangle. A one-dimensional
version of this Liapunov-type result is proved in Lemma 2.1. It is opti-
mal in the sense discussed in Remark 2.2 below and is close to the one
given in Theorem 2.1 of [2] except for the “unilateral” condition (see (ii) in
Lemma 2.1) and extends Lemma 2.2 in [1]. In Section 3, we apply the result
of Section 2 to the continuous-time allocation process previously described.
In contrast with previous works in this direction [2, 3, 7, 8, 17], we admit
the existence of some economic parameters in the consumption program
besides the time and the novel constraint given by (1.2). For a discussion of
the problem described in the previous papers but depending on a parame-
ter we refer [5], where some limit behaviour when the parameter tends to
a limit is also examined.
We have to point out that a similar problem is discussed in [12], but such a
problemconcerns theminimizationof a functional under a superlinear growth
condition. Thus, the techniques employed there are different from here.
2. A PRELIMINARY LEMMA
In this section we recall the Liapunov-type result recently established
in [13] with a slight variant. For the basic deﬁnitions about set-valued anal-
ysis used here and hereafter, we refer to the book [6, Chap. VIII]. In par-
ticular, measurability of set-valued maps T  Y ⊂ m → n is with respect
to Lebesgue measure.
In what follows, we use the following notations: x ∈ m	+ =
0	+∞	∗+ =0	+∞, QT = 0	 T  × Q, where Q =
∏m
i=1ai	 bi ⊂ m
and ai	 bi denotes the real interval with end points ai	 bi	 ai < bi. Given
a set K ⊂ n, we denote by coK and by extrK the convex hull and the
set of extreme points of K. The dimension of a convex set E refers to the
dimension of the smallest afﬁne space containing E, and ·	 · stands for
the scalar product in n.
The next result is the one-dimensional version of Lemma 2.3 in [13]. Here
we add the function λ. The proof is presented just for the convenience of
the reader.
Lemma 2.1. Let E ⊂ QT ⊂ m+1 be a measurable set, let α and β be
measurable functions on Q satisfying −∞ < αx < βx < +∞ for all x,
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and let v E →  be a measurable function such that vt	 x ∈ αx	 βx
for t	 x ∈ E. In addition, let λ QT →0	+∞ be a strictly positive con-
tinuous function. Then, there exists a measurable function w E →  with
wt	 x ∈ αx	 βx for t	 x ∈ E such that
(i)
∫ T
0 λt	 xwt	 xχEt	 xdt =
∫ T
0 λt	 xvt	 xχEt	 xdt for almost
all x ∈ Q;
(ii)
∫ t
0 λr	 xwr	 xχEr	 xdr ≤
∫ t
0 λr	 xvr	 xχEr	 xdr,
for a.a. x ∈ Q, and all t ∈ 0	 T 
Proof. By assumption, we can write vt	 x = pt	 xαx + 1 −
pt	 xβx	 t	 x ∈ E. This implies that p E → 0	 1 is a measurable
function. Let us consider the function
ψt	 x =
∫ t
0
αxλr	 xχEr	 xdr +
∫ T
t
βxλr	 xχEr	 xdr
−
∫ T
0
λr	 xvr	 xχEr	 xdr
Clearly ψt	 · is measurable in Q	ψ·	 x is a continuous function from
0	 T  into , and ψ0	 x ≥ 0	 ψT	 x ≤ 0 for all x ∈ Q. Therefore, for
all x ∈ Q, the set t ∈ 0	 T  ψt	 x = 0 is non-empty. Now, deﬁne
the set-valued map T  Q → 0	 T , with non-empty and closed values,
by T x = t ∈ 0	 T  ψt	 x = 0. Thus, by Proposition 2.2 in [13] or
Proposition 3.1.2 in [11], T is measurable. Then it admits a measurable
selection (see Theorem 8.1.3 in [6] for instance). That is, there exists a
measurable function δ Q → 0	 T  such that δx ∈ T x for all x ∈ Q,
i.e., ψδx	 x = 0 for all x ∈ Q. We now consider the function wt	 x =
αxχE∩0	 δx×Q t	 x + βxχE∩δx	 T ×Q t	 x; it is measurable and
from the deﬁnition of δ, (i) is satisﬁed. Let us now prove part (ii). For x
ﬁxed in Q, if t < δx then∫ t
0
λr	 xwr	 x − vr	 xχEr	 xdr
=
∫ t
0
λr	 xαx − vr	 xχEr	 xdr ≤ 0
if t ≥ δx then, by (i),∫ t
0
λr	 xwr	 x − vr	 xχEr	 xdr
= −
∫ T
t
λr	 xwr	 x − vr	 xχEr	 xdr
=
∫ T
t
λr	 xvr	 x − βxχEr	 xdr ≤ 0
The proof is complete.
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Remark 2.2. We can also obtain the existence of another function w sat-
isfying (i) and (ii) with the reverse inequality. This follows simply by chang-
ing α by β in the deﬁnition of the function ψ and w. On the other hand, in
Lemma 2.1, one cannot expect an equality like (i) where the integral is with
respect to one variable and an inequality like (ii) integrated with respect to
another variable. This is satisﬁed by the following example. Assume for sim-
plicity that n = 1	m = 1	 T = 1	 a1 = 0, b1 = 1, and E = QT ⊂ 2. Then,
one cannot expect that besides satisfying (ii) in Lemma 2.1, one also has
(i)
∫ 1
0 wt	 xdx =
∫ 1
0 vt	 xdx for almost all t ∈ 0	 1.
In addition, we have to point out that the result in the preceding lemma
cannot be extended to the case when the functions α	β depend explicitly
on the variable t as shown in [13].
3. STATEMENTS AND PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Given any function h n → ∪ +∞, we denote by h∗∗ the convexiﬁed
function of h deﬁned as the greatest convex l.s.c. function not greater than
h [15]. Thus, by h∗∗ we denote the concaviﬁed function deﬁned as the
least concave u.s.c. function not less than h h∗∗ = −−h∗∗ and by +
the half line 0	+∞. For z = z1	    	 zl ∈ Z, we use the norm z =∑l
k=1 zkL1QT 	 unless otherwise speciﬁed. We recall that QT
= 0	 T  ×
Q, where Q = ∏mi=1ai	 bi ⊂ m.
We ﬁrst shall consider the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis (H). For every k = 1	    	 l, the function f k 0	 T  × Q →
+	 λk 0	 T  × Q→ ∗+ are continuous, and hk + → + is such that
(h1) hk is upper semicontinuous;
(h2) hk is non-decreasing.
The following deﬁnition has been introduced in [7] and further developed
in [3, 8].
Deﬁnition 3.1. A function h + →  is said to satisfy the condition
(A) if hξ = oξ as ξ →+∞.
The next proposition collects two basic properties for functions, deﬁned
in the real line, satisfying condition (A).
Proposition 3.2. Let f  + → + be a u.s.c. and non-decreasing func-
tion satisfying condition (A). Then the set
B
= y ∈ + f∗∗y > f y
is open and contains no ray. As a consequence, the set B can be written as a
countable union of ﬁnite open intervals.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.1 in [7], f∗∗ is continuous; therefore B is
open. Assume that B contains an interval y0	+∞ for some y0 ≥ 0.
Then f∗∗y0 = f y0 and f∗∗ is afﬁne on [y0	+∞[. The latter implies the
existence of c1 such that
f∗∗y = c1y − y0 + f y0	 for all y ≥ y0
In case c1 = 0 and f y0 > 0, the monotonicity of f implies that f y =
f∗∗y = f∗∗y0 for all y ≥ y0, which cannot happen if y0	+∞⊂ B. There-
fore assume c1 > 0. By condition (A), for every c2 > 0 there exists y1 > y0
such that f y ≤ c2y for all y ≥ y1. Thus, there exists also a constant c > 0
satisfying f y ≤ c2y + c for all y ≥ 0. Hence f∗∗y = c1y − y0 + f y0 ≤
c2y + c for all y ≥ 0. This leads to a contradiction if we choose c2 sufﬁ-
ciently small. As a consequence, there is no interval of the form y0	+∞
contained in B.
We are interested in the following maximization problem
sup
z∈Z
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
λkt	 xhkzkt	 xdxdt	 P
where Z is the set of all the non-negative integrable functions z =
z1	    	 zl satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) deﬁned in Section 1.
Before establishing the existence theorem to problem P, let us deﬁne
the problem R as
sup
z∈Z0
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
λkt	 xhk∗∗zkt	 xdxdt	 R
where Z0 is the set of all the non-negative integrable functions z =
z1	    	 zl satisfying the following constraints k = 1	    	 l,∫ t
0
λks	 xνkzks	 xds ≤ f kt	 x	
for a.e. x ∈ Q	 for all t ∈ 0	 T  (3.1)
We now show that every solution to problem (R) satisﬁes a property useful
to prove the existence of solution to problem (P).
Proposition 3.3. Assume that Hypothesis (H) holds and that z˜ =
z˜	    	 z˜l is a solution to problem (R). Then, for all k = 1	    	 l, we have
∫ T
0
λks	 xνkz˜ks	 xds = f kT	 x	 for a.e. x ∈ Q
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Proof. Argue by contradiction. Suppose that there exist k0, and a set of
positive measure A ⊂ Q, such that∫ T
0
λk0s	 xνk0 z˜k0s	 xds < fk0T	 x	 for a.e. x ∈ A ⊂ Q
To prove the proposition, we have only to show that there exist a positive
constant δ < T , and a subset A˜ ⊂ Q having positive measure such that
h
k0∗∗z ≤ hk0∗∗z˜k0t	 x for a.e. t	 x ∈ T − δ	 T  × A˜	 and all z ≥ 0
Indeed, in this case we obtain a contradiction with the fact that hk0∗∗ is non-
decreasing. (That hk0∗∗ be non-decreasing directly follows from assumption
h2.)
Let us consider the function ut	 x = ∫ t0 λk0s	 xνk0 z˜k0s	 xds −
f k0t	 x. Then, for all t ∈ 0	 T 	 ut	 · is measurable on Q, and for
a.e. x ∈ Q	u·	 x is continuous on [0,T]. Thus, by the Scorza–Dragoni
theorem, for every ε > 0 there exists a compact set Aε ⊂ Q having pos-
itive measure satisfying Q\Aε ≤ ε such that u restricted to 0	 T  ×Aε
is continuous. In particular, if 0 < ε < A, we have Aε ∩ A =  . Let
x˜ ∈ Aε ∩A. Since u is continuous at T	 x¯, we can ﬁne δ > 0 such that
ut	 x =
∫ t
0
λk0s	 xνk0 z˜k0s	 xds − f k0t	 x ≤ −c < 0
for all x ∈ Aε, with x − x¯ ≤ δ	 t ∈ T − δ	 T , and some constant c > 0.
We set A˜ = Aε ∩ x x− x˜ ≤ δ.
For any ﬁxed z > 0, let tˆ	 xˆ be a Lebesgue density point (see [14,
Chap. 3]) in T − δ	 T ×A˜ for the functions t	 x #→ hk0∗∗z˜k0t	 xχt	 x
and t	 x #→ hk0∗∗zχt	 x where χ is the characteristic function of the set
T − δ	 T ×A˜. Take any σ > 0 (depending on z, to be made precise later)
and consider the function z¯ = z¯1	    	 z¯1 where z¯k = z˜k if k = k0 and z¯k0
is deﬁned by
z¯k0t	 x =
{
z if t	 x ∈ T − δ	 T  × A˜ ∩ Bσtˆ	 xˆ
z˜k0t	 x otherwise,
where Bσtˆ	 xˆ = Bσtˆ × Bσxˆ, Bσtˆ (respectively Bσxˆ denotes the
open ball centered at tˆ (respectively xˆ) with radius σ . We claim that for
σ > 0 sufﬁciently small, z¯ belongs to Z0. Indeed, it is enough to take σ > 0
such that tˆ − σ	 tˆ + σ⊂ T − δ	 T  and 2νk0zλk0∞σ ≤ c. By using the
fact that z˜ is optimal, we obtain∫
Bσ tˆ	 xˆ
λk0t	 xh
k0∗∗z˜k0t	 xχt	 xdxdt
≥
∫
Bσ tˆ	 xˆ
λk0t	 xh
k0∗∗zχt	 xdxdt
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Dividing by the measure of Bσtˆ	 xˆ both sides of the previous inequality
and letting σ → 0, one concludes that
h
k0∗∗z ≤ hk0∗∗z˜k0tˆ	 xˆ
Thus, since the complement of the set of Lebesgue points has measure
zero, for every z > 0 there exists a null set Nz ⊂ T − δ	 T ×A˜ such that
h
k0∗∗z ≤ hk0∗∗z˜k0t	 x for all t	 x ∈ T − δ	 T  × A˜\Nz
It turns out that, for every z ∈ Q+
h
k0∗∗z ≤ hk0∗∗z˜k0t	 x for all t	 x ∈ T − δ	 T  × A˜\N	 (3.2)
with N = ∪z∈Q+Nz being a null set (independent of z), where +
is the set of rational numbers in 0	+∞. Since hk0∗∗ is continuous (see
Proposition 3.1 in [7]), (3.2) holds for every z ≥ 0, which proves the desired
result.
Before proceeding, we give some notations. By + = +0	 T  × Ql
we denote the space of non-negative (componentwise) bounded Radon
measures deﬁned on the Borel σ-algebra of 0	 T  × Q with values in l.
For any µ = µ1	    	 µl ∈ +0	 T  × Ql, any k = 1	    	 l, we
set µk = µka + µks , where µka (respectively µks ) is absolutely continuous
(respectively singular) with respect to the (m + 1)-dimensional measure
dkx˜
= λkt	 xdxdt.
In what follows, hk∞, will denote the recession function of h
k
∗∗ deﬁned as
the function hk∞ such that
hypohk∞ = hypohk∗∗∞	
where K∞ stands for the recession cone, in the usual sense, of the closed
convex set K and hypo h = ξ	 λ hξ ≥ λ.
We associate to problem (R) the “relaxed” problem deﬁned by
sup
µ∈Z0
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
hk∗∗
(
dµka
dkx˜
x˜
)
dkx˜+
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
hk∞
(
dµks
dµks 
x˜
)
dµks x˜	 R
which Z0 is the set of all the nonnegative Radon measures µ =
µ1	    	 µl ∈ +0	 T  × Ql satisfying
νkµk0	 t×E ≤
∫
E
f kt	 ydy	 (3.3)
for all k = 1	    	 l all t ∈ 0	 T , and all Borel sets E ⊂ Q. Associated to
our original problem (P) we also consider the concaviﬁed problem (P∗∗)
sup
z∈Z
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
λkt	 xhk∗∗zkt	 xdxdt P∗∗
We have the following existence theorem.
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Theorem 3.4. For k = 1	    	 l, let νk > 0	 λk	 f k	 hk satisfy hypothesis
(H). Assume there exists an admissible program z ∈ Z for which the utility
functional has a ﬁnite value. Then
(a) problem R admits at least a solution in Z0;
(b) if each hk satisﬁes condition (A), then every solution to problem R
produces a solution to problem (R) and maxR = maxR;
(c) every solution to problem (R) is also a solution to problem P∗∗;
(d) the original non-concave problem (P) admits at least one solution.
Proof. (a) Let us prove that problem R admits at least one solution.
First notice that supR is ﬁnite. Let µpp be a maximizing sequence
for R, where µp = µ1p	    	 µlp. Because of (3.3), µpp is bounded in
+0	 T  × Ql. Therefore, there exists a subsequence, still indexed by
p, and u˜ = u˜1	    	 u˜l ∈ +, such that µpp converges to u˜ for the weak-
star topology of +. In other words, for every k = 1	    	 l	 limp
∫
ϕµkp =∫
ϕu˜k for every ϕ ∈ C0	 T  × Q (e.g., [16, Chap. 2, Sect. 2]). There-
fore, for every open set E ⊂ Q and every t ∈ 0	 T , we have
µ˜k0	 t×E ≤ lim
p→ lim+∞ µ
k	p0	 t×E	 k = 1	    	 l
This implies
νkµ˜k0	t×E≤ lim
p→ lim+∞ν
kµ
k	p
j 0	t×E≤
∫
E
f kt	ydy	 k=1		l
Since this inequality holds for every open set E ⊂ Q, it is also true for every
Borel set E ⊂ Q. Thus µ˜ belongs to Z0. Moreover, the mapping
µ1	    	 µl #→
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
hk∗∗
(
dµka
dkx˜
x˜
)
dkx˜
+
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
hk∞
(
dµks
dµks 
x˜
)
dµks x˜
is upper semicontinuous for the weak-star topology of + (see [10,
Theorem 3.4.1, 9]). Thus µ˜ = µ˜1	    	 µ˜l is a solution to problem (R).
This proves the ﬁrst part of the theorem.
(b) We write µ˜k = µ˜ka + µ˜ks as the Radon–Nikodym decomposition
where dµ˜ka = z˜kdkx˜ with z˜k ∈ L1QT 	. Because condition A is satis-
ﬁed by hk and thus also by hk∗∗ (see Lemma 3.3 in [7]), the recession func-
tion hk∞ is zero. Since h
k
∞ ≡ 0, it is not difﬁcult to prove that the absolutely
continuous part of µ˜	 µ˜a = µ˜1a	    	 µ˜la is also a solution to problem (R.
Let us prove that z˜ = z˜1	    	 z˜l where dµ˜ka = z˜kdkx˜ is a solution to
problem R and hence maxR = maxR. To that end, we ﬁrst notice that
every z = z1	    	 zl ∈ Z0 produces an element µ = µ1	    	 µl ∈ Z0
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given by dµk = zkdkx˜. This implies that supR ≤ maxR since
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
hk∗∗
(
dµk
dkx˜
x˜
)
dkx˜ =
∫ T
0
∫
Q
l∑
k=1
λkt	 xhk∗∗zkt	 xdxdt
One the other hand, dµ˜ka = z˜kdkx˜ satisﬁes∫ t
0
∫
E
λks	 yνkz˜ks	 ydy ds ≤
∫
E
f kt	 ydy	 k = 1	    	 l	
for every t ∈ 0	 T  and every Borel set E ⊂ Q. Setting ut	 y =∫ t
0 ν
kλks	 yz˜ks	 yds − f kt	 y, the preceding inequality becomes∫
E ut	 ydy ≤ 0 for all t ∈ 0	 T , all Borel sets E ⊂ Q. Thus, for every
t ∈ 0	 T  there exists a null set Nt ⊂ Q such that ut	 x ≤ 0 for all
x ∈ Q\Nt. It turns out that ut	 x ≤ 0 for all t ∈ ˜, for all x ∈ Q\N with
N = ⋃t∈˜Nt being a null set (independent of t), where ˜ is the set of
rational numbers in 0	 T . Since u·	 y is continuous for all y ∈ Q\N , the
latter implies that ut	 x ≤ 0 for all t ∈ 0	 T , and all x ∈ Q\N . It follows
that for all t ∈ 0	 T k = 1	    	 l∫ t
0
νkλks	 xz˜ks	 xdxds ≤ f kt	 x	 for all x ∈ Q\N
This proves that z˜ = z˜1	    	 z˜l is in Z0 and so it is a solution to
problem (R), showing that maxR = maxR.
(c) Due to Proposition 3.3, z˜ = z˜1	    	 z˜l is a solution to
problem P∗∗.
(d) Let z˜ = z˜1	    	 z˜l be a solution to problem P∗∗. By
Proposition 3.2, one has{
ξ ∈ + hk∗∗ξ > hkξ
} = ⋃
i∈Ik
aki 	 bki 	
where Ik is a countable set, the intervals aki 	 bki ⊂ + are disjoint and
ﬁnite, hk∗∗ = hk on aki 	 bki , and hk∗∗ is afﬁne on every aki 	 bki . For every
k = 1	    	 l and every i ∈ Ik, we set
Aki =
{
t	 x ∈ QT  z˜kt	 k ∈ aki 	 bki 
}

We apply Lemma 2.1 (with aki 	 bki  instead of α	β	Aki instead of E,
and νk in place of ν) to obtain a measurable function wki taking values in
aki 	 bki  on Aki , such that:
(i)
∫ T
0 λkt	 xwki t	 xχAki t	 xdt =
∫ T
0 λkt	 xz˜kt	 xχAki t	 xdt for
a.e. x ∈ Q and
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(ii)
∫ t
0 λkr	 xνkwki r	 xχAki r	 xdr ≤
∫ t
0 λkr	 xνkz˜kr	 xχAki r	 xdr,
for a.e. x ∈ Q, and for all t ∈ 0	 T . Set Ak0 = QT \
⋃
i∈Ik A
k
i and deﬁne z
k:
QT →  by
zkt	 x = z˜kt	 xχAk0 t	 k +
∑
i∈Ik
wki t	 xχAki t	 x
Clearly, this function is measurable and obviously is integrable if Ik is a
ﬁnite set. In case Ik is numerable, we reason as follows. For any ﬁxed
k = 1	    	 l, the sequence of functions
ukm = νkλkz˜kχAk0 +
∑
i≤m
νkλkw
k
i χAki
is (clearly integrable) monotone non-decreasing and∫ T
0
ukmt	 xdt =
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xz˜kt	 xχAk0 t	 xdt
+∑
i≤m
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xwki t	 xχAki t	 xdt
=
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xz˜kt	 xχAk0 t	 xdt
+∑
i≤m
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xz˜kt	 xχAki t	 xdt
≤
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xz˜kt	 xdt < +∞ for a.e. x ∈ Q
Thus, the monotone convergence theorem implies that zkk = 1	    	 l is
in L1 since λk is bounded from below by a positive constant. Consequently∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xzkt	 xdt =
∫ T
0
νkλkt	 xz˜kt	 xdt for a.e. x ∈ Q	
and ∫ t
0
λks	 xνkzks	 xds ≤
∫ t
0
λks	 xνkz˜ks	 xds
for every t ∈ 0	 T 	 for a.e. x ∈ Q
Therefore, z = z1	    	 zl is in Z. Let us prove∫ T
0
∫
Q
λkt	 xhkzkt	 xdxdt
∫ T
0
∫
Q
λkt	 xhk∗∗z˜kt	 xdxdt (3.4)
Observe that
hk∗∗z˜kt	 x = cki z˜kt	 x − aki  + hkaki  a.e. onAki 	
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where cki = hkbki  − hkaki /bki − aki  = hk∗∗bki  − hk∗∗aki /bki − aki ,
and ∫
Aki
λkt	 xzkt	 xdxdt =
∫
Aki
λkt	 xz˜kt	 xdxdt
After integrating, we obtain∫
Aki
λkt	 xhk∗∗z˜kt	 xdxdt
=
∫
Aki
λkt	 xcki z˜kt	 x − aki  + hk∗∗aki dxdt
=
∫
Aki
λkt	 xcki zkt	 x − aki  + hkaki dxdt
=
∫
Aki
λkt	 xhkzkt	 xdxdt
Now, (3.4) follows this equality, and z = z1	    	 zl is a solution to
problem (P) since z˜ is a solution to P∗∗	 λk ≥ λ > 0, and hk∗∗ ≥ hk.
Notice that we have also proved the equality maxP∗∗ = maxP.
Remark 3.5. We notice that we deal with functions hk depending only
of z. However, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, we can also consider functions
hkx	 z.
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